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the postage dues . Springfield, Mass
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Reprinted from Illinois Precancel News,
September/October [994, pp. 280-1, with
permission of the editor, Earl M. Ratzer.

Whitney, the aircraft engine manufacturer.
Could Mr. Rauchmayer have been employed
in some capacity by Pratt & Whitney? ls our
mysterious P26 1 the perfin of this aircraft
pans manufacturer?

I offer here a few suggestions which may
lead one of our members into finally
discovering the true identity of the owner of
P251.

Bureau Experimental Plate # Single
Surfaces at Ottawa Meeting

Back in 1916, in connection with attempts
to develop a system of producing precancels,
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing was
awarded contracts to provide four million
stamps to each of three post offices. Agusta,
Maine received one denomination, New
Orleans, Louisiana received four denom
inations of regular stamps and two of

Somewhere in print, one could probably
find how many of each of the twenty-one
Bureau Experimentals were printed for
orders for the 12,000,000 stamps . Inasmuch
as sixteen denominations were represented in
the Experimentals, sixteen different plate
numbers (with eight positions each) could be
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A photocopy of the cover and enclosure
have been forwarded to John Randall, US
Catalog Editor, for is evaluation.

ing cancel. Sometime later, I discovered the
perfin. The pattern is incomplete (holes
missing) and split (bad centering) ; however,
it is WSC (diagonal),
perfin pattern W180. This pattern is listed in
The Catalog of United States Perfins, Ba
lough & Balough, 1979 as being used in Chi
cago , but the user was unknown. The comer
card simply provides a suite number and
street address, but the enclosure (show on
page 108, identifies the user as the Walton
School of Commerce. Thank goodness for

. enclosures.

Dave Savadge (LM43)

I originally purchased the photographically
cropped, cover illustrated in the right-hand
column for the third-class Chicago advertis-

WSC = Walton School of Commerce
W180

Wouldn't you know! My accumulation of
The United States Specialists begins with the
August 1983 issue.

In the second paragraph of the preceding
article it was inferred that the number of
each of the twenty-one Bureau Experimintals
were printed for the orders of the twelve
million stamps could be found in print. The
following partially reprinted from Illinois
Precancel news, NovemberlDecember 1994,
pp. 281-5 , with permission of the editor, Earl
M. Ratzer provides additional information..

Additional Bureau Experimentals Info,

expected as a minimum. Peter Heydt (IPSC
#734) mentioned at Ottawa that John R.
Boker, Jr. (IPSC #886) state that there have
been only nine report s of Bureau Experimen
tal Plate Numbers. Tot only does the stamp
illustrated above show plate number 7753,
but it also has the "UFC" perfin of the United
Fruit Company.

Shortly after the September/October 1994
issue had gone to press, I (Earl) had a call
from Pete Heydt (IPSC #734). He reported
that John Boker, Jr. (IPSC #886) had written
a series of articles on the Bureau Experimen
tals which appeared in The United States
Specialist. The twenty-one Experimentals
were detailed in the issues of September .
1982 through June 1983. The July 1983 is
sue went into details on the counterfeits of
the Expermintals. I thanked Pete for the in
formation and figured that all my questions
(and then some) would be answered on the
subject.
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